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ABSTRACT
There has been increasing need for secure data sharing. In
practice a group of data owners often adopt a heterogeneous
security scheme under which each pair of parties decide their
own protocol to share data with diverse levels of trust. The
scheme also keeps track of how the data is used.
This paper studies distributed SQL query answering in
the heterogeneous security setting. We define query plans
by incorporating toll functions determined by data sharing
agreements and reflected in the use of various security facilities. We formalize query answering as a bi-criteria optimization problem, to minimize both data sharing toll and
parallel query evaluation cost. We show that this problem
p
is PSPACE-hard for SQL and Σ3 -hard for SPC, and it is in
NEXPTIME. Despite the hardness, we develop a set of approximate algorithms to generate distributed query plans that
minimize data sharing toll and reduce parallel evaluation
cost. Using real-life and synthetic data, we empirically verify
the effectiveness, scalability and efficiency of our algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

There have been increasing demands for sharing data from
e-government [20], healthcare [37], finance [23] and the AI
industry [15], among other things. For example, precision
medicine requires sharing of clinical, genetic, environmental
and lifestyle data for better disease treatment and prevention.
However, security and privacy issues hamper data sharing,
since organizations are becoming increasingly aware of the
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economical loss and legal liabilities due to data breaches.
To tackle it, a number of techniques have been devised to
enable data sharing while providing certain security guarantees, e.g., encryption schemes such as order-preserving
symmetric encryption (OPE) [12] and homomorphic encryption (HOM) [19], Docker containers, or hardware-assisted
enclaves [36] such as Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone.
The existing work assumes homogeneous settings, i.e.,
the same security protocol is assumed between all pairs
of peers. In many real-world scenarios, however, there are
often various trust relationships and hence different security
requirements between data owners, as illustrated by the
following case study taken from our industry partner.
Example 1: A data-sharing company (name withheld) has
built a blockchain-based platform (similar to, e.g., MHMD
[24]), to enable secure data analytics over distributed datasets
owned by users such as government agencies, hospitals, clinics, researchers, drug stores, insurance firms and pharmaceutical companies, etc. Users of the same type are connected
via an internal network, and these internal networks are
connected to an external network via gateways.
Computations within an internal network can be carried
out in Docker containers hosted by nodes of the network.
Depending on the trust levels among the data owners, the
container may use encryption schemes (e.g., OPE or HOM)
to secure data uploaded to it, or use plaintext when the users
trust each other. Computations across multiple internal networks may be conducted in hardware-assisted enclaves. Such
an enclave incurs much higher upfront costs than Docker
since, among other things, it requires a consensus among
all gateways in the blockchain and will be audited. Datasets
uploaded to the enclaves can be either encrypted or not, depending on the contract used for the consensus.
These security facilities (e.g., Docker and enclaves) reflect
different security protocols and requirements between data
owners and users. They cope with different threat levels, and
incur security costs by their usage and upfront costs.
Below are some example applications on the platform.
(A1) One is to find people who register in multiple clinics.
Since clinics maintain high trustworthiness, the computation
can be done in the clinic internal network by using a Docker
container: all clinics upload their registration datasets to the
container, where the answers are computed.

(A2) A government agent wants to find addresses of all households with at least one member who has contracted disease Z
but has no health insurance. This involves government with
household registration data, hospitals that have electronic
medical records (EMR) of patients, and insurance firms. Government data can be uploaded to enclaves in the hospital
network without encryption; hospital data can be loaded to
enclaves in the insurance network with HOM encryption;
and insurance data can be loaded to hospital enclaves with
OPE encryption (more efficient but less secure than HOM) as
hospitals have higher trust levels than insurance firms. □

allel query evaluation cost and data sharing toll. We show
that the problem is highly nontrivial: while it is decidable
p
(NEXPTIME), it is already PSPACE-hard for SQL and Σ3 -hard
for SPC to find optimal plans in special cases. Despite these,
we introduce a framework for querying shared data.

Such emerging applications introduce new challenges.

(4) Distributed plan optimization (Section 5). We further minimize the parallel evaluation cost of query plans generated in
(3) while retaining a toll budget via workload rebalance. We
show that the problem is also intractable. This said, we give
a PTIME 2-approximate algorithm for rebalancing workload.

(a) The need for a heterogeneous security scheme. An application may involve multiple types of peers (data owners and
users), and various security facilities and guarantees are
needed due to the trust levels between these peers. For example, plaintext can be shared between hospitals (via Docker)
for A1 and hospitals only share encrypted data with insurance firms via more costly enclaves (A2). To support these applications, a heterogeneous scheme is needed, to support varying trust levels and security means between different peers.
(b) Query processing with security heterogeneity. Query answering in a heterogeneous setting is much more challenging
than in the homogeneous settings. We need to take into account various security charges when deciding where and
how the computations should be carried out (i.e., query planning), e.g., how many containers/enclaves are needed and
how to distribute them among sites at multiple networks.
This is nontrivial. We want to reduce the security costs. At
the same time, we want to minimize the parallel execution
time of the query plan. For example, for A2 of Example 1,
it would be better to send insurance data to enclaves in the
hospital network instead of the other way around.
Contributions & organization. This paper studies query
evaluation in a heterogeneous security setting.
(1) Abstraction of data sharing scheme (Section 2). We make
a first attempt to study query processing under a data sharing scheme with heterogeneous security protocols. We demonstrate that the scheme can support emerging applications
that bear various levels of trust between different peers, as
commonly found in the real world. We define distributed
query plans and incorporate data sharing cost (security
charge) in terms of toll functions that abstract the usage
of various security facilities (i.e., Docker containers/enclaves
with plain/encrypted data) based on the access rights, trust
levels and security demands among the peers.
(2) Querying shared data (Section 3). We formalize the problem of querying shared data under heterogeneous security
as a bi-criteria optimization problem, to minimize both par-

(3) Distributed plan generation (Section 4). Underlying the
framework, we develop a polynomial-time (PTIME) algorithm to generate distributed query plans while minimizing
data sharing toll. We show that the algorithm is an O(log n)approximation for joins, i.e., its join plans are within O(log n)
of optimal ones, where n is the number of data owners.

(5) Experimental study (Section 6). Using real-life and synthetic data, we empirically evaluate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our plan generation algorithms. We find the
following. (a) Security heterogeneity does have an evident
impact on query evaluation performance. (b) Our proposed
method is effective in reducing both data sharing toll and parallel execution cost, outperforming its competitors by 25.57
and 10.27 times on average, respectively. (c) Existing security
systems can be readily incorporated into the data sharing
scheme and serve as security facilities.
Position of the work. This work is not to introduce another
security protocol. It is not to investigate security guarantees
of heterogeneous security models; nor is it to improve existing secure database systems (e.g., [9, 35]). Heterogeneous security protocols are already being used in real life, and the security community is studying their properties (e.g., [14, 25]).
Instead, we study query evaluation over shared data when
we are given heterogeneous security protocols. We aim to
study the impact of such heterogeneous security protocols on
query processing, in terms of costs incurred by data sharing
agreements and reflected by the use of different security
facilities. The costs stem from existing security facilities,
protocols and systems. We make a first attempt to evaluate
queries in their presence for emerging applications.
Related work. Distributed secure query processing has
been well studied in homogeneous environments.
Complete trust. With complete trust among the data owners, the problem becomes the standard parallel/distributed
query processing problem [33]; its goal is to minimize the
communication costs of answering queries [4, 11, 27].
Related is the study of federated databases [28, 30, 40],
which aim to provide an interface for querying a collection
of distributed and autonomous relational databases. Hetero-

geneity has also been studied in this context, known as multistores or polystores e.g., [17, 22, 26]. However, the heterogeneity here refers to various data and programming models
used by different data owners, not security heterogeneity.
Hardware-assisted solutions. With hardware support (e.g., security enclaves), query processing over distributed sources
can be carried out with moderate overhead, e.g., TrustedDB
[8], Cipherbase [6] and EnclaveDB [36]. An enclave protects
the data and code running inside of it from being spied upon,
even if the entire software stack of the host is compromised.
In addition, a remote party can verify the code running inside
the enclave through a process known as attestation. Thus,
two data owners without trust can still jointly compute a
function, by sending their data to an enclave, which runs
some code (attested by both owners) to compute the function. The enclave can be hosted by one of the data owners, or
even a third (untrusted) party. Docker containers are used in
lieu of an enclave if the system administrator can be trusted.
Software-only solutions. In the absence of special hardware
support, one can still build a distributed query processing
system over distrusted peers using homomorphic encryption
[19] or secure multi-party computation (SMC) [13, 39, 44],
such as CryptDB [35], Monomi [41] and SMCQL [9, 10]. Both
homomorphic encryption and SMC are capable of computing
arbitrary functions over the data, but those general-purpose
solutions are not very practical. In practice, one has to limit
the types of queries supported by designing special-purpose
protocols. Even so, these software-only solutions tend to be
much more expensive than those with hardware support.
Locally differential privacy (LDP). LDP [16] has recently
emerged as another approach to querying distributed data.
LDP algorithms for answering range queries on a single table
have been developed [29, 43]. Different from security-based
solutions, query results in the LDP model have to be probabilistic with certain random noise, and information leakage
will accumulate in the LDP model when more queries are
run on the same data.
This work differs from the prior work in the following. (1)
We study a heterogeneous security environment, a setting
being increasingly used in practice. It supports data sharing
among a group of data owners and allows each pair of hosts
to adopt a security protocol of their choice, as opposed to the
homogeneous security assumption in the previous work. (2)
We provide the first abstraction of heterogeneous security
protocols. (3) We formalize the problem of querying shared
data as a bi-criteria optimization problem, and study its complexity. (4) We propose an approach to answering generic
SQL queries in the heterogeneous security setting.

2 DATA SHARING WITH SECURITY
HETEROGENEITY
We start with a scheme to abstract data sharing with security
heterogeneity (Section 2.1), and then formalize the problem
of querying shared data under the scheme (Section 2.2).

2.1

An Abstraction of Data Sharing

The scheme, referred to as DShare, is to abstract computations over shared datasets with heterogeneous security protocols. It is characterized by the notions of data owners, a
query planner, data sharing pacts and distributed query plans.
A group of data owners often agree upon data sharing protocols in practice. Each owner contributes its data for sharing,
and is also a client of the shared data under the protocols.
Data owners. A collection of data owners, or simply sites, S
= (S1 , . . . , Sn ) agree to support query services collectively
over their private data. Each owner manages its data by its
own DBMS and has its own local database schema.
We assume a global schema R = (R 1 , . . . , Rk ), deduced
by, e.g., schema mapping, to provide a uniform interface to
write queries against the data, where Ri is a relation schema.
Owner Si has an instance Di of R for i ∈ [1, n]. Here some
relations in Di are possibly empty, i.e., Di does not necessarily have every relation of R. We denote (D1 , . . . , Dn ) by D
and refer to it as a distributed instance
Ð of R at S. The answer
to a query Q over D is defined as Q( ni D) under the normal
interpretation. Note that via renaming, this also allows us to
compute local answers at any single site or any subset of S.
Query planner. Each data owner may issue a query Q, to
compute the answer to Q over D. The query will be handled
by a trusted third party called query planner. Upon receiving
a query Q from a data owner, the planner will come up with
a distributed query plan that picks security facilities (Docker
or enclave), to comply with the security protocols agreed
among the sites, and encryption schemes required for the
operations. It also estimates a security charge, referred to
as a toll, for the query plan. If it is agreeable by the query
issuer, the query planner will instruct the data owners to
carry out the query plan, charges the toll to the query issuer,
and allocates the revenue to the data owners accordingly.
The query planner oversees the execution of the query
plans and acts as an intermediary between the data owners
and the query issuer. However, it does not access any of the local databases or carry out operations in the query plans itself.
Data sharing pact. We next abstract the varying security
protocols between pairs of data owners based on their trust
levels. We use the following computation model.
(1) Data is shared using capsules, logic units to which data
owners can transfer and upload datasets; physically, a capsule can be instantiated with a Docker container, an enclave,

an SMC system such as SMCQL [9], or even a trusted third
party. All computations are carried out in capsules only.
(2) Each capsule C is associated with a site Sj , referred to as
a capsule hosted by Sj . Computation in C has direct access
to the data on Sj but cannot access data at other sites except
the part that is uploaded to C. When the computation in
C completes, the intermediate results are stored at Sj in a
protected mode via, e.g., access right controls, OPE encryption [12], or symmetric encryption with keys held only by
the query issuer as commonly used in cloud cryptograph
such as Azure [1]; then the capsule C will be terminated.
A security protocol for a pair of sites (Si , Sj ) specifies:
(a) the lowest security guarantees that a capsule hosted by
Sj must attain in order for Sj to share the data of Si ; and
(b) encryption of data at Si , i.e., which part of the data can be
shared, what data needs to be encrypted before sending
it to a capsule of Sj , and what encryption scheme to use.
A data sharing pact ρ for a set S of sites consists of (1)
a security protocol for each pair of sites in S, and (2) a toll
function Toll() that measures the costs of all types of available
capsules that can be employed to evaluate queries. In the real
world, such costs are incurred by, e.g., renting trusted third
party facilities as the capsules and encryption overhead.
Distributed query plan. We next define query plans over
a set S of sites w.r.t. a data sharing pact ρ.
Consider a distributed instance D at S. A distributed query
plan ξ on D at S is a DAG (directed acyclic graph), where
the nodes of ξ denote atomic operations and edges represent
their dependencies. Each atomic operation δ is an (n + 3)tuple (op, tc , X 1 , . . . , X n , j), where (i) op is an operator in the
relational algebra (RA; projection π , selection σ , natural join
1, set difference −, set union ∪ and renaming λ); (ii) tc is a
capsule of a certain type, e.g., Docker, enclave, SMC system,
or trusted third party; (iii) j ∈ [1, n] denotes the site that hosts
a capsule to carry op out; and (iv) X i is a relation, which
is either part of data in Di that can be shared with Sj by
the security protocol between Si and Sj , or the intermediate
result Ii computed at site Si by operations prior to δ in ξ .
Executing δ = (op, tc , X 1 , . . . , X n , j) involves steps below:
(1) Set up a capsule C of type tc for op, hosted by site Sj , such
that for each i ∈ [1, n], C meets the security requirement of
ρ for (Si , Sj ), where (a) X i , ∅ or (b) there exists X k , ∅ that
contains intermediate answers computed over data from Si .
(2) For i ∈ [1, n], transfer X i from Si to the capsule C hosted
by Sj , based on the security protocol between Si and Sj .
(3) Perform the computation Ij′ ← op(X 1 , . . . , X n ) and store
Ij′ in a protected mode (e.g., encrypted with OPE) at Sj .
(4) Add the relation Ij′ to Ij at Sj .

That is, intermediate results of op are computed and stored
as such to comply with the security guarantees of pact ρ. In
particular, when X i = ∅ for all i ∈ [1, n], i , j, (op, tc , X 1 ,
. . . , X n , j) simply executes op on local data X j at site Sj .
Condition (1b) ensures that each followup operation δ ′ =
(op′, X 1′, . . . , X n′ , p) of δ also complies with the security requirement of (Si , Sp ) if X j′ , ∅ and X j′ contains intermediate
results Ij′ computed by δ from the data of Si , even if X i′ = ∅.
Edges of the DAG plan ξ specifies the dependencies of the
atomic operations in ξ . In particular, if there exists X i (in
atomic operation δ = (op, tc , X 1 , . . . , X n , j)) that comes from
relations at site Sj computed by atomic operation δ ′, then
there exists a directed edge from δ ′ to δ in ξ .
The execution of the query plan is mediated and monitored by the query planer, and it takes place at the participating sites only. After executing the query plan, the sites
will send the results to the query planner, who then decrypts
and returns the results to the client who issued the query.
Toll. We next presents the toll function Toll(). For a query
plan ξ over S, Toll(ξ ) is the sum of Toll(δ ) for all operations
δ = (op, tc , X 1 , . . . , X n , j) in ξ , where Toll(δ ) estimates the
charge for executing δ . It consists of the following:
(a) an upfront cost Toll0 for setting up the capsule for op;
(b) cost Tolld for transferring remote data via secure channel
to the capsule for op hosted by Sj , determined by the
amount of data and encryption overhead; and
(c) cost Tollc for executing op in the capsule, determined by
the duration that the computation op takes.
More specifically, (a) Toll0 depends
on the type of the capÍ
sule; (b) Tolld is measured as ni=1 Toll(i, j) (X i ) for all sites Si
that have data X i required by δ , where Toll(i, j) (X i ) is the cost
of encrypting and transferring X i of Si to the capsule hosted
by Sj ; it is determined by the size of X i and the encryption
scheme required by the protocol between Si and Sj ; in particular, Toll(j, j) (X j ) = 0 since C is hosted by Sj and can access
its local data X j without extra cost. Finally, (c) Tollc is the
charge for sustaining the capsule for executing op.
Using our familiar terms, we refer to Tolld and Tollc as communication and computation cost, respectively. These costs
stem from the security protocol between Si and Sj , and are
reflected as costs incurred by the security facility employed,
including e.g., encryption cost, beyond their normal scope.
Example 2: [Case study] Continuing with Example 1, we
show that applications A1 and A2 can be abstracted by
DShare. Denote by (a) Household(address, pid, name) the
registration relation maintained by government, (b) Reg(pid,
clinic) and EMR(pid, disease) the clinic registration relation
and medical record relation, respectively, owned by the clinics and hospitals, and (c) Insurance(pid, company, policy) the

customer records maintained by insurance firms. We present
their data sharing pacts ρ with associated toll functions.
Application A1. It is expressed as a join query πpid Reg(pid,
clinic) 1pid=pid′ ∧clinic,clinic′ Reg(pid′, clinic′). The pact ρ specifies the lowest security level for a capsule C. Based on this,
the query planner may pick Docker container as C, and remote data will be directly uploaded to C. The shared data
will not be stored after the computation since a capsule is
ephemeral. These meet the security requirements of A1 since
clinics are trusted and do not risk side-channel leakage.
The toll function estimates the costs of available capsules
C, and is determined by the type, configuration and duration
of C to use (which in turn depends on the operations to
be carried out in C). For Docker, Toll0 = 0 since Docker
incurs negligible upfront cost; Toll(i, j) (X i ) = c i j |X i | is the
communication cost for transferring X i from Si to the Docker
at Sj (c i j is a coefficient denoting the unit network price);
and Tollc (1) is c |Reg| 2 (c is a coefficient similar to c i j ), the
cost of sustaining the Docker container for the join.
Application A2. It is an RA query πaddress ((Household 1
σdisease=Z EMR) − Insurance)1 . As the query involves data
from three internal networks, pact ρ requires a higher security level for data sharing as described in Example 1. Based on
this, the query planner may take enclaves as capsules. In particular, since insurance firms have lower level of trust than
hospitals, data is required to be encrypted using HOM [19]
before uploading it to insurance enclaves, to prevent leakage
of user identifications and their EMR records.
Here the toll function is determined by the capsule types,
operations, encryption schemes and communication. First
consider, e.g., the join δ of Household and EMR at a hospital
site Sj . For enclave, Toll(δ ) is estimated as follows: Toll0 = L,
where L is the upfront cost of setting up the enclave at Sj , and
is estimated as the average time for reaching the consensus
among the gateways; Toll(i, j) (X i ) is c i j |X i |, where c i j is a
coefficient reflecting the cost of shipping Household to the
enclave at Sj ; and Tollc (1) = c |D Household | ∗ |D EMR |, where
D Household and D EMR are the datasets for the join at Sj .
Now consider operation I − Insurance, where I is the join
result above. Assume that the set difference takes place in a
capsule C hosted by the insurance network. Then the type of
C is determined by both the protocol between government
and insurance firm and the one between hospital and insurance, to warrant security for each data owner involved. □
As shown above, in practice toll functions can be readily
deduced from the types of capsules and the complexity of operations. Alternatively, as a common practice, they can also
be empirically estimated by testing or learning over small
1 To

simplify notation, we allow set difference between relations with different sets of attributes; more precisely, we define R − S = R − (R ⋉ S ).

dataset samples. In addition, for blockchain-based data sharing systems similar to Example 1 or MHMD [24], tolls often
denote the economic incentives defined by smart contracts
for consensus. There has also been recent work from the security community on toll (cost) models of hybrid protocols,
e.g., [14, 25]. Note that toll functions only specify toll charges
of all possible capsules usage in an application; they do not
determine which, where and how capsules to be used.
DShare allows arbitrary positive polynomial functions as
Toll(δ ) that are composed of submodular set functions [21]
for Toll(i, j) (X ) (of Tolld ) and Tollc (bi-modular [18] if op of δ
is a binary operator, e.g., join). All toll functions in Example 2
are of this type. Our industry partners find that these suffice
to express common security charges in practice.
Guarantees and properties. We adopt the following
threat model. The data owners are semi-honest (a.k.a. honest
but curious), i.e., each owner will faithfully execute the query
plan, but may try to derive information about other parties’
data. This is why all operations are executed in capsules and
the intermediate relations are stored in protected mode. The
query planner runs at a trusted third party and is assumed
trustworthy, similar to the honest broker in secure database
systems e.g., [9, 35], but without direct access to data.
Under this threat model, DShare enforces the security protocols of data sharing pact ρ by (a) the trusted query planner,
and (b) proper capsules for carrying out query plans.
(1) The pact specifies the minimum security requirement between each pair Si and Sj of sites. The query planner enforces
the security guarantee by picking right capsules. Each operation (op, tc , X 1 , . . . , X n , j) is performed by a capsule that
meets the maximum of all lowest security levels for (Si , Sj )
(i ∈ [1, n]). Followup operations retain no less security levels.
(2) Depending on the security protocols, different pairs of
sites may have distinct security requirements. The planner
picks capsules that meet the security requirements and minimize the cost, e.g., it picks docker containers for A1 of Example 1, which satisfy the security requirements specified by
the protocol and are cheaper than enclaves and SMC systems.
Remark. Composing security protocols is a challenging and
active topic of the security community (e.g., [14, 25]). It has
emerged in semi-trusted data federations, e.g., MHMD [24]
and Example 1. This paper takes a heterogeneous setting
used in practice and focuses on query planner that selects
capsules and distributes computations across the federation,
to improve query performance while retaining the required
security levels. This said, the query planner can be adapted
to other security composition and propagation protocols.

2.2

The Problem of Querying Shared Data

Critical to DShare is its query planner. While there has been

a host of research on security protocols and facilities, no prior
work has studied how to generate query plans that comply
with a data sharing pact with security heterogeneity.
This motivates us to study the toll-bounded query answering problem, denoted by TBQA. Informally, it is to find the
best distributed query plan for a given query subject to a toll
budget imposed by a data sharing pact. It is stated as follows.
◦ Input: A global schema R, n sites S, a distributed
instance D of R over S, a data sharing pact ρ, a natural
number B, and an RA query Q over R.
◦ Output: A distributed plan ξ for Q over D such that the
toll Toll(ξ ) of ξ over D under ρ is no larger than B.
◦ Objective: Minimize the parallel execution cost of ξ over
D, denoted by c(ξ , D).
As remarked earlier, a data sharing pact ρ specifies only
the minimum security requirements for sharing data between sites and their associated toll charges. We have to
find query plan ξ that determines, in addition to conventional planning, how to select and distribute capsules for
computations that can meet heterogeneous security requirements of ρ, while taking advantages of the heterogeneity
and minimizing its parallel execution cost c(ξ , D).
To complete the statement of TBQA, we define c(ξ , D)
below. Let c(δ, D) be the execution cost of atomic operation
δ over D. Then c(ξ , D) is inductively defined as follows:
◦ If ξ is a single atomic operation δ , c(ξ , D) = c(δ, D).
◦ If ξ consists of sub-plans ξ 1 , . . . , ξl and an atomic operation δ , where ξ 1 , . . . , ξl are predecessors of δ in ξ , then
c(ξ , D) = max(c(ξ 1 , D), . . . , c(ξl , D)) + c(δ, D).
Intuitively, c(ξ , D) characterizes the total parallel execution costs of atomic operations in ξ when parallel execution
of independent atomic operations is fully exploited.
We assume that the query planner can efficiently estimate
the cost incurred by an atomic operation δ = (op, tc , X 1 , . . . ,
X n , j). For example, when op is R 1 S, c(δ, D) is |R| × |S |.

3

QUERYING SHARED DATA

In this section, we first study the complexity of querying
shared data and then outline our approach to solving TBQA.
Complexity of TBQA. Denote by TBQAd the decision version of TBQA. That is to decide, given the same input of
TBQA and an additional number L, whether there exists a
distributed query plan ξ for Q over D such that its toll is at
most B and its parallel execution cost c(ξ , D) is at most L.
We also study a related problem, referred to as toll-bounded
answerability problem and denoted by TBA. Given R, S, ρ
and B as in TBQA, it is to decide whether there exists a distributed query plan ξ for Q over D with toll at most B.
Intuitively, TBA is to check whether TBQA even has a
feasible solution or not. TBQA is at least as hard as TBA.

We say that a data sharing pact ρ is simple if Toll0 = Tollc =
0 and Toll(i, j) (X ) = c i j |X |. Both problems are intractable even
under such simple pacts that involve only two sites.
Theorem 1: Both TBQAd and TBA are
(1) decidable in NEXPTIME;
(2) PSPACE-hard even when ρ is simple; and
p
(3) Σ3 -hard even when Q is in SPC and ρ is simple.
Moreover, (2) and (3) hold even when S has two sites only.

□

Our approach. In light of Theorem 1, practical solutions
to TBQA have to be approximate. We next propose such an
approach, which consists of two steps outlined below.
Step (1): Finding toll-minimized canonical plans (Section 4).
We first generate a distributed query plan ξ Q for Q in a canonical form: ξ Q extends the algebra tree TQ (cf. [3]) of Q into
a DAG by replacing each algebra operation op of Q with a
distributed query plan ξ op that has minimized the toll in D.
Note that here an edge from op1 to op2 of Q in TQ may be extended to multiple edges, which connect atomic operations
in ξ op1 to those in ξ op2 based on their dependencies.
Step (2): Reducing parallel execution cost (Section 5). Given
ξ Q of step (1), we check whether Toll(ξ Q ) of ξ Q exceeds the
toll budget B. We return “No” if so, i.e., budget B is too small
to answer Q in D under ρ. Otherwise, we further improve
ξ Q by making use of the remaining toll allowance, to reduce
its parallel execution cost c(ξ Q , D) without exceeding B.

4 GENERATING TOLL-MINIMIZED PLANS
In this section, we show how to carry out step (1) of our
approach (Section 3). Given an RA query Q, a distributed
instance D of schema R at n sites S and a data sharing pact ρ,
we generate a distributed plan ξ Q for Q, which consists of tollminimized plan ξ δ for each operation δ in Q. Below we focus
on joins; the other RA operations are similar and simpler.
Approximability. One can verify that even for joins, TBQA
remains intractable, by reduction from the vertex cover problem, which is NP-complete [34]. Nonetheless, there exists a
PTIME approximation. Assume that D is reasonably large,
and constant Toll0 is negligible w.r.t. Tolld or Tollc .
Theorem 2: There exists a PTIME O(log n)-approximation algorithm for computing plans with minimum toll for joins. □
As a proof, we give such an algorithm, denoted by MTJ.
Consider query Q = R 1 T . Algorithm MTJ generates
a plan ξ for Q over D by reduction to the minimum set
cover (MSC) problem [34]. Below we first present algorithm
MTJ by reduction to MSC, which gives us an O(log n)approximation. However, a direct use of the reduction yields
a naive version of MTJ with an exponential time (EXPTIME)
complexity. Nonetheless, we develop a technique that is
able to reduce its complexity from EXPTIME to PTIME.

ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm MTJ (naive implementation)
Input: query Q = R 1 T , database D over n sites S, pact ρ.
Output: a distributed plan ξ for Q.
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4
5

interpret C as atomic operations ;

6

return ξ consisting of the atomic operations;

2
3

// pick capsule types t c as the lowest
possible to meet all security requirements of protocols for work units in C

Approximation by reduction. We start with a naive version of MTJ by approximation-preserving reduction [7] to
MSC, so that MTJ computes toll minimized join plans by
making use of available approximate algorithms for MSC.
Reduction. The idea of the reduction is to (a) represent each
query plan ξ for join query Q as a “workload” distribution
plan that assigns necessary data movement for answering
Q in D among the sites; and (b) reformulate the assignment problem as a variant of MSC that admits a PTIME
logarithmic-factor approximation algorithm [42].
Consider a join query Q = R 1 T , distributed database D
over sites S1 , . . . , Sn and data sharing pact ρ. We construct an
instance of MSC, i.e., a universe U of elements and a set W
of weighted subsets of U , such that each c-approximation
answer to MSC encodes a distributed join plan for Q with toll
at most c-times of the minimum toll among all plans for Q.
Denote by D iR the instance of relation R at site Si (i ∈ [1,
n]); similarly for DTi . For convenience, we assume w.l.o.g.
that neither D iR nor DTi is empty for all i ∈ [1, n]. For any i, j
∈ [1, n], ui j = [D iR , DTj ] is called a work unit of Q in D. Then:
(1) U consists of all work units of Q in D; and
(2) W consists of pairs (i,W ) for all i ∈ [1, n] and W ⊆
U . We say that (i,W ) covers element u jk = [D Rj , DTk ] in
U if u jk ∈ W . The weight of (i,W ), denoted by t(i,W ),
is defined as the sum of the total Tolld of fetching D Rj
and DTk from sites Sj and Sk to site Si , and total Tollc of
computing D Rj 1 DTk , for all units [D Rj , DTk ] in W . Note
that this has to take into account toll sharing for relations
appearing in multiple work units in W .
Algorithm. One can readily verify that the reduction is
approximation-preserving [7]. This gives us an O(log n)approximation algorithm, as a naive implementation of MTJ,
for computing minimum toll join plans (Algorithm 1), by
using the O(log |U |)-approximation of MSC [42] (|U | = n 2 ).
Here set covering C specifies the assignment of atomic operations for the work units in C to their host sites (line 4).
The capsule types of the atomic operations are such picked
that they minimize the cost while satisfying all the relevant
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C ← ∅;
while C does not include all work units of Q do
t(i,W )
Ð
(i ∗ ,W∗ ) ← arg min(i,W )∈W
;
|W \ (i ′,W ′ )∈ C W ′ |
C ← C ∪ {(i ∗ ,W∗ )};

1
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<latexit sha1_base64="5+ALRUfPqC/7AmAmTfapkHORzqE=">AAAHVXicnZVbb9MwFMezMdpRLtuAN14iOqRtmqImm7bxgLTSjYs0oPSyVWrK5LhuG8WJg+20dFm+C6/whRAfBgknabskayVEpDan5/f/nxxfUhsuNhkvlX4vLd9ZuZvLr94r3H/w8NHa+sbjc0Y8ClETEkxoywAMYdNBTW5yjFouRcA2MLowrErIL4aIMpM4DT52UccGfcfsmRBwkbpcf7qp24APWM/nBOPglXbdut68XC+WlJdHB9r+gVxSSqVDVVPDQDvc39uXVZEJr6I0uaqXG7ltvUugZyOHQwwYa6sll3d8QLkJMQoKuseQC6AF+qgtQgfYiHX8qP1AfiEyXblHqPg4XI6ySYcPbMbGtiGUUa9ZFibnsbbHe0cd33RcjyMHxg/qeVjmRA7nQu6aFEGOxyIAkJqiVxkOAAWQixkrFFK1vnomEiMKO2QugmJIDHEbmE6Y8RuoJb8dUyTX4YBgEKTNPjetq9Qk+AYhFgcGS2e/MRGhyO2gESS2DZyur5so8HVkuwPfVJCyG+hTXUqF+lMVUvoLVcACUxlQLAUoC3TWCJNZwZGCFSKKLtCOKL9RUoUndNmiQVvt+ELrMI+icMVkf7oBi2oQLGqaRz7dpYSLFUvYU+755iGgsdsa+WG8VVS3s41x6oVzLBRRlKnQA5hNcBxmOAT4JIg7EaF/EnKKkoqzBD7L2ssJWM7C8wQ8z8JaAtbmdFVJ8EqWNwOxEEZPbi5arTef4jGLe8Zar1ZiFAa3WXMGm7c6Lsesdmug9XIjRnthlIHVxvsPpzGOwwz/WI2huGdngUxZFGXrTmE1+DIrkNGctqr1arkyefzsV3q2dnQM+r74cvo4vQF3dBoSOp+AIWtrnalRLqq7OsCYjAzxJ27JRW2+j/2nz/h3X9poGdEbNEQwetHSsA5vdlk9C2swvUUL4nCZniDy4uBcU1QRf9aKx68nx8yq9Ex6Lm1JqnQoHUvvpKrUlKB0JX2Xfkg/c79yf/Ir+VwsXV6aeJ5IqSu/9hegwaOy</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Dac3nS7mkuqg6VHiNOoik1/w3V4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="25syJ1+t/H0YB+4qg4M3qhKquEk=">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</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="cUeqeXR/tLvSeS19W1c5+PoH8Fs=">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</latexit>

= |X|
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Figure 1 A simplified scenario of A3 for Example 3
assume ha ρ s s mp e and To

X

or To d are co or coded

secur ty eve s spec fied n the protoco s for C

ne 5

Example 3 Reca the query for A2 g ven n Examp e 2
denoted by Q Assume a s mp fied data shar ng scenar os
shown n F g 1 We show how a gor thm MTJ generates the
d str buted query p an ξ Q dep cted n F g 2 for Q
Take the o n op1 = Househo d 1 σd ea e=Z Med ca of
Q for examp e Then op1 has a set Wop of 4 work un ts u
= [D 2 ] for a ∈ {1 2} ∈ {3 4} (see F g 2) After the
reduct on the set W cons sts of ( W ) for a W ⊆ Wop MTJ
p cks (3 {u 13 u 23 }) and (4 {u 14 u 24 }) as C that covers Wop
w th tota to 0 t then nterprets C as ξ op cons st ng of the
atom c o ns for 32 and 42 of F g 2 Note that th s s actua y
the opt ma p an for op1 s nce ξ op ncurs no to at a
Assume that s zes 32 42 and D for a ∈ [5 7] are
N Then a ong the same nes MTJ generates a d str buted
p an ξ op w th the atom c operat ons for 33 and 43 of F g 2
wh ch s a so opt ma for op2 w th To (ξ op ) = 6N
□
From exponential to polynomial Wh e A gor thm 1 s
an O( og n)-approx mat on t has an exponent a t me comp ex ty s nce W of ne 3 s of s ze exponent a n U ( e
exponent a n n2 Nonethe ess be ow we show that th s can
be reduced to PT ME based on the fo ow ng
a ( ∗ W∗ ) dent fied n ne 3 of A gor thm 1 equa s
t( W )
Ð
arg m n arg m n
W \
W ⊆U
W ∈C W
∈1n
where U s the set of a work un ts of Q n D
b For each comput ng arg m nW ⊆U W \Ð W W s
W
C
equ va ent to find ng the m n mum α such that there
ex sts a subset W of U w th f α (W ) ≤ 0 where
f α (W ) = t( W ) − α W \ ∪ W ∈ CW
c For any fixed α check ng whether th s ho ds can be
done effic ent y n PT ME s nce one can prove that
f α (W ) s a submodu ar funct on and submodu ar
m n m zat on can be done n PT ME v a e g [21]
From these the while oop ( ne 3) of A gor thm 1
can actua y be mp emented n PT ME by comput ng
arg m nW ⊆U W \Ð W W as W for each ∈ [1 n] wh ch
W
C
can be mp emented by a b nary search for the m n mum
α n [0 α max ] such that m nW f α (W ) ≤ 0 where α max =
max ∈ 1 n (maxk ∈ 1 n c k ∗ ( D R + DT )) n wh ch c k s

I31 = (
<latexit sha1_base64="jjG2iJOjR4zHgPWU5EoGezr20gM=">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</latexit>

=Z , ;, ;, D3 , ;, ;, ;, ;, 3)

I41 = (
<latexit sha1_base64="csJcWzO6Pnyq+t4B6+8bEqLsDZA=">AAAHvnicnZVdb9owFIbDPkrLvvpxuZtodFJbVRFhlbabSmW02yp1GyuFohGGHGMgihNntlPKrPzQXe+PzEmgTQxI0yyRvPg574l9bMt2gB3GK5XfhQcPHz1eK65vlJ48ffb8xebWdpuRkELUggQT2rEBQ9jxUYs7HKNOQBHwbIyubbce8+sbRJlD/Cs+DVDPAyPfGToQcNnV34x2z/viyIyO9yzmjDzQFxZHt1w+uT5wGJKpo+Pv0aFuIS/gU4Z4Tua6PcDHEGBxGvWPVhky8mh/t79ZrhiVpOmLwpyJsjZrjf7W2r41IDD0kM8hBox1zUrAewJQ7kCMopIVMhQA6IIR6krpAw+xnkjqFOmvZc9AHxIqfz7Xk96sQwCPsalny8h4Lkxlcecy1g358F1POH4QcuTD9EPDEOuc6HHRZSUpghxPpQCQOnKsOhwDCiCXS1Mq5XL9DB0kZxSPkAUIyinJannA8eMecYU6+scpRXoTjgkGUd4suOP+yhVB2IS4HNgs33vLpEKJ20cTSDwP+ANhOSgS8QqNhWMg4zCy5nG5KDSaRyFjtDIKuGAeBgzXAMaKOHeCyV3CiYENIpOuiJ1Qfh9JDZ6JU5NGXbMnZKzPQoriFdNFskHZUJTNKFo1aJ74rIASLlcsY8+5l5tvAE3d7kTEeq9s7qsD4zSMaywjEqVkGALMZjiVCpen6zQSmYMmOUXZiIsMvlDttQysqbCdgW0VXmbg5ZJR1TO8rvJWJBfCHuqtVav14Ws6Z/lWrM1GPUWxWGStO9haGHEtZZcLE23WrlL0JlYKbFydfz5LcSoV/qWRQvlWq0DmLFFq3jlsRD/uEigxZ51Gs1Grzz5/9y9frQMLg5GQD3+E8xvwwKIxocsJuGHdam9u1MvmoQUwJhNb3hauXq4u97H/9Nn/7ssbXTs5QTcIJgctD5vwfpc1VXgJ81u0JC8XU71KFkW7aphSf6uWT97Prpl17aX2StvTTO2tdqJ90hpaS4Pan8JGYbuwUzwpDotekaShDwozz46Wa8Xbv2FKyEo=</latexit>

=Z , ;, ;, ;, D4 , ;, ;, ;, 4)

I32 = (o
n, D1 , D2 , I31 , ;, ;, ;, ;, 3)

I42 = (o
n, D1 , D2 , ;, I41 , ;, ;, ;, 4)

I33 = ( , ;, ;, I32 , ;, D5 , D6 , D7 , 3)

I43 = ( , ;, ;, ;, I42 , D5 , D6 , D7 , 4)

<latexit sha1_base64="PzcfFymrIiFEiFIDsA2FEO23aMs=">AAAHpnicnZXbbtMwAIazcegopw0uuYnokLapipruAm6QVroBQ2OUnjapKcVx3S6KEwfbWSlWnpAn4DG4hRucpN0St5UmLLX54+//HR9lO8AO45XKr7X1W7fv3C1s3Cvef/Dw0ePNrSddRkIKUQcSTOi5DRjCjo863OEYnQcUAc/G6Mx26zE/u0SUOcRv82mA+h4Y+87IgYDLqsEm2j4eiP1q9HrH+kAcv6xbHuAXEGBxGA3M/Gu1rMdmM5LVyAv4lCF+A7m/uz3YLFWMSlL0RWHOREmblcZg6+6uNSQw9JDPIQaM9cxKwPsCUO5AjKKiFTIUAOiCMepJ6QMPsb5I5iPSX8iaoT4iVP58rie12YQAHmNTz5bOeHhMZXHlMtYL+ehVXzh+EHLkw/RDoxDrnOjx5OpDhyLI8VQKAKkj+6rDC0AB5HIJisVcW99CB8kRxT1kAYJySHK2POD4cY1oo3P93ZQivQUvCAZRPiy44/7ITYKwCXE5sFm+9juTCiVpH00g8TzgD4XloEjEK3QhHAMZ5cia+3IuNJ67kDFe6QIumNuA4RrAWOFzJ5hcNTgxsEFkoyu8E8qvndTgGZ/aaNQz+0J6fRZSFK+YLpI9y0aiZEbRqk7zJGcFlHC5Ypl4Lr08fAlomnYnItY7JXNX7RinYTzH0pEopYURwGyGU6lweeAOI5E5e5JTlHWcZPCJGq9lYE2F3QzsqrCZgc0lvapneF3lnUguhD3SO6tW6+2ndMzyqURbjXqKYrHIOlews9DjWsqaCwNt1dop2o+VAhvt449HKU6lwk8bKZRPdRbInCVKbXcOG9GXqwYUz9F5o9Wo1Wefv3rLz9aehcFYyD9/jPMbcM+iMaHLCbhkvWp/HtRLZtkCGJOJLW8FVy9Vl+fYf+bsm+fyQddOTtAlgslBy8MWvN5lLRU2YX6LFuXlYqpXyaLoVg1T6s/V0sGb2TWzoT3Tnms7mqm91A6091pD62hQ+6n91v5ofws7hdNCp3CWWtfXZpmnWq4Uvv4D08u/wg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GPeEyvV+/ZbEQds90c8yf3rxkRs=">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</latexit>

I34 = (⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="oKAtP2LCjnnK5SeI53h6Lu7yuC8=">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</latexit>

, ;, ;, I33 , ;, ;, ;, ;, 3)

<latexit sha1_base64="rpAXZKDJYX4wYe/ETuoZoslOaGI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="69ask1Gms3UXGJbOIgWsO4dQ6t0=">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</latexit>

I44 = (⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="0k1gx7EHy3XQA/YuXShdvhLeLBE=">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</latexit>

, ;, ;, ;, I43 , ;, ;, ;, 4)

Figure 2: Distributed query plan ξ Q in Example 3 (the
type tc of atomic operations is omitted since ρ is simple)

the constant in the toll function Toll(i,k) (X ) = c (i,k ) |X | specified by ρ. The search terminates when the range [a, b] for α
has a gap (|b−a|) less than n12 . Hence, there are at most log n2 ∗
α max rounds of search, where each round is an invocation of
submodular minimization, which is in PTIME (e.g., [21]).
That is, the while loop of Algorithm 1 is reduced to PTIME
in n and log(n|D |). Therefore, MTJ can be implemented in
PTIME in n and log |D |, and is an O(log n)-approximation
for computing minimum-toll distributed plans for joins.
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PLAN REBALANCING

After generating a toll-minimized canonical plan ξ Q for Q in
Section 4, we next study how to further optimize ξ Q by reducing its parallel execution cost c(ξ Q , D). This is to carry out
step (2) of our approach outlined in Section 3. While the adjustments may increase the toll of the revised plan, we make
sure that the toll is below the budget B, i.e., we make use of
the remaining toll allowance B − Toll(ξ Q ) to reduce c(ξ Q , D).
Our technique, referred to as plan rebalancing, is motivated
by the following. Consider the sub-plan ξ opi of ξ Q for an operation opi of Q. Here ξ opi is generated to minimize toll (Section 4) and hence could be imbalanced. Observe that c(ξ Q , D)
is dominated by the maximum cost of individual sites (Section 2.2); hence imbalanced workloads increase c(ξ Q , D).
In light of this, rebalancing works by iteratively applying
an atomic balancing operator κ b to optimize ξ opi under its
allocated toll budget Bi (Section 4) for each operation opi ,
such that (a) the optimized sub-plan κ b (ξ opi ) is guaranteed
to have a lower cost than ξ opi , and (b) κ b (ξ opi ) incurs at most
Bi of toll. That is, κ b makes use of toll allowance Bi on opi ,
and re-distributes the work units handled by ξ opi in a more
balanced and optimized way, to reduce the cost of ξ opi .
However, there are two key challenges to rebalancing.
(C1) How to design κ b such that it can optimize ξ opi in an
optimal way under a given toll budget Bi on opi ?
(C2) How to distribute the total toll budget B over all subplans of ξ Q (i.e., operations of Q) so that the total cost
reduction of ξ Q is maximized?
We tackle (C2) by iteratively allocating toll budget to individual sub-plans of ξ Q in the same spirit of the gradient
descent algorithm [38] for optimization problems Below we
focus on (C1): we propose operator κ b and show that it is a
near-optimal design of its kind.

Given a sub-plan ξ opi , operator κ b works in two phases:
(1) it first re-distributes the work units of ξ opi across n sites
subject to a toll budget Bi allocated to opi ; this yields plan
′ that guarantees to reduce the cost; and (2) it then preξ op
i
′ for ξ
pares the answers of ξ op
opi +1 that is subsequent to ξ opi .
i
Here phase (2) is carried out by simply recovering the input distribution for the subsequent sub-plan ξ opi +1 of ξ opi .
′ is compatible with its subsequent
It is to ensure that ξ op
i
sub-plan ξ opi +1 , since ξ opi +1 works with a certain input distribution (i.e., the distribution of the answer of ξ opi ) due to the
heterogeneous security protocols (see Section 2.1).
Below we focus on phase (1) of κ b . We parameterize κ b
with an integer k that controls the degree of changes to ξ opi :
the larger k is, the larger cost is reduced but more toll is
consumed. We denote by κ b [k] the operator κ b instantiated
with k. We apply κ b [k] to ξ opi by selecting k work units of
ξ opi for re-distribution, to reduce its parallel execution cost.
It is nontrivial to pick k units that inflict the lowest cost.
Below we first provide an algorithm for unit selection, and
then prove that it is near-optimal among all such algorithms.
Algorithm ReBal. The algorithm, denoted by ReBal works
as follows. Given a sub-plan ξ opi of ξ Q computed in Section 4,
a database D over n sites S, a data sharing pact ρ and pa′
rameter k for κ b , ReBal returns an optimized sub-plan ξ op
i
by re-distributing k work units for ξ opi .
More specifically, ReBal first (a) identifies a set Wk of k
bottleneck work units for opi , and then (b) re-distributes
them to improve ξ opi . It does (a) by iteratively identifying
bottleneck sites, picking and adding its bottleneck work units
to Wk , where bottleneck sites have work units of maximum
costs among all. It carries out (b) by assigning work units in
Wk one by one to sites with least workload w.r.t. the cost of
executing all work units of opi
Analysis. Algorithm ReBal is near-optimal of all algorithms
of its kind. More specifically, denote by O[k](ξ opi ) the class of
algorithms that optimize ξ opi by selecting and re-distributing
k work units of ξ opi . Then we have the following.
Proposition 3: (1) It is NP-complete to find the optimal optimization of ξ opi by re-distributing k work units.
(2) ReBal is a 2-approximation of the optimal in O[k](ξ opi )
and is in O(n2 log n)-time.
□
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Using benchmarks and real-life datasets, we conducted experiments to evaluate (1) the impact of heterogeneous security
protocols on querying shared data; (2) the effectiveness of
our toll-minimized planning technique; (3) the effectiveness
of our toll-bounded plan optimization; and (4) integration of
SMC-based system (SMCQL [9]) and related comparison.

Experimental setting. We start with the setting.
Real-life dataset. We used TFACC, a real-life dataset that integrates the MOT Test Data [32] of Ministry of Transport test
for vehicles in the UK from 2005 to 2016, and National Public
Transport Access Nodes (NaPTAN) [31]. It has 19 tables with
113 attributes, about 46.7GB of data in total.
We generated 30 RA queries over TFACC. We used 5 query
templates with the number #join of joins varying from 1 to
5. We generated the queries by instantiating the templates
with values randomly selected from the dataset.
TPCH benchmark. We also used standard benchmark TPCH
[2] with its built-in queries. TPCH generates data using TPCH dbgen [2], with 8 relations. It has 22 built-in SQL queries,
which were rewritten into RA queries in our tests. Along the
same lines as for TFACC, we also additionally generated 30
random queries with #join varying from 1 to 5.
Each relation of the datasets was randomly partitioned
and distributed over a random subset of the machines (sites).
Data sharing pacts. We used three simple data sharing pacts.
(1) Uniform pact ρU . Under ρU , the toll functions are of the
form Tolli, j (X ) = c i, j (|X |) for all pairs Si and Sj of sites, and
the coefficients c i, j are from a uniform distribution of [0, 100].
Here |X | is the size of the transferred data X .
(2) Power law pact ρ P . Under ρ P , the toll functions are similar
to those under ρU except that the toll coefficients are from
a power law distribution of [0, 100].
(3) Constant pact ρc/∞ [p]. Under ρc/∞ [p], for any pair of sites
Si and Sj , Tolli, j (X ) is either a random constant Ci j = C or
+∞, where the probability of Tolli, j (X ) = +∞ is p%.
Implementation. We developed a prototype system, referred
to DASH (DatA SHare), for querying shared data under a
heterogeneous data sharing pact such as ρU , ρ P and ρc/∞ [p].
Prototyping. DASH employs PostgreSQL as the DBMS at each
site. It implements the framework of Section 3 as the query
planner to generate distributed plans. By default, DASH uses
PostgreSQL to execute plans at each site. Given a toll budget
B, DASH employs the techniques of Sections 4 and 5 to generate plans subject to B while minimizing parallel cost. If B
is not specified, DASH generates plans with minimized toll.
Baselines. We are not aware of any existing systems that
query shared data and support heterogeneous security protocols. Nonetheless, we designed and implemented three variants of DASH as baselines for comparison:
◦ ONE: selects the best site S∗ to evaluate a query Q centrally at S∗ , i.e., transferring all queried relations to S∗
and executing Q at S∗ ; it ensures that at site S∗ , the evaluation incurs the minimum toll among all sites.
◦ DASH0 : follows DASH to process operations op of Q one

TPC-H
TFACC
DASH DASH− DASH0 ONE DASH DASH− DASH0 ONE
ρU
49.94 4079.5 399.7 179.35 32.9 1523.2 58.8
55.4
ρP
10.56 1455.02 73.42 30.77 8.2
545.4 15.5
14.2
ρc/∞[5%] 30.4 +∞
70.08 42.88 16.1 +∞
21.2
19.6
ρc/∞[10%] 31.49 +∞
84.96 44.32 20.9 +∞
23.1
21.2
ρc/∞[15%] 45.47 +∞
+∞
+∞ 24.8 +∞
+∞
+∞
ρc/∞[50%] 74.88 +∞
+∞
+∞ 30.8 +∞
+∞
+∞
ρc/∞[55%] +∞ +∞
+∞
+∞ +∞ +∞
+∞
+∞

Model

*In all toll functions Tolli, j (X ) = c i j |X | , |X | = 1 if X has 1GB of size.

Table 1: Average toll usage per query (Exp-1)
by one, but centrally at the best site for each op.
◦ DASH− : follows the framework of DASH to process operations of Q one by one, but randomly assigns work units
to sites with data involved, e.g., assigning D iR 1 D Sj to Si .
Configuration. The experiments were conducted on 20 Linux
servers, each with 6-core Intel i5-8400 2.8GHz CPU, 32 GB of
memory and 1TB of HDD. The instances are fully connected
with high speed intra-network channels. By default, we used
model ρ P , entire TFACC, 32 GB of TPCH, and all queries.
Experimental Results. We next report our findings.
Exp-1: Impact of heterogeneous security protocols. We
first evaluated the impact of security protocols on toll consumed by query evaluation over the distributed datasets. We
evaluated all queries over both datasets under all three data
sharing pacts ρU , ρ P and ρc/∞ [p], when p% ranges from 5%
to 55%. Table 1 reports the average toll usage per query by
all four methods. The results tell us the following.
(1) Different security pacts charge toll differently. Under
ρc/∞ [p], some TFACC or TPCH queries cannot be answered
with a finite toll by DASH− , DASH0 or ONE when p ≥ 15%,
while DASH can answer all the queries even when p = 50%.
(2) On both TPCH and TFACC, DASH consistently generates
plans that incur the minimum toll under all the security pacts.
For example, on TFACC under ρ P , the average toll consumption per query of DASH is 45.2, 1.8 and 1.7 times less than
that of DASH− , DASH0 and ONE, respectively.
Exp-2: Effectiveness of toll-minimized planning. We
next evaluated the effectiveness of toll-minimized planning
of DASH. We tested the average toll usage per query for
query evaluation when varying the sizes |D| of datasets from
2−4 × |D max | to |D max |, where |D max | = 46.7GB for TFACC
and 32 GB for TPCH. As reported in Fig. 3a for TPCH, we can
see the following. (a) Over larger datasets all methods consume larger toll, as expected. (b) However, DASH consistently
charges much smaller toll than the other methods, e.g., 3.48,
7.83 and 91.51 times less than ONE, DASH0 and DASH− on average over TPCH, respectively; moreover, the gap increases
with larger D. The results for TFACC are similar (see [5]).
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Figure 3: Evaluation of the effectiveness and scalability of DASH for querying shared data (Exp-2, 3, 4); results show
that (a) DASH generates faster plans than all baselines in all cases while consuming smaller tolls; (b) our optimization effectively reduce
evaluation time with larger toll budges; (c) DASH can work with SMCQL (SMC-based secure database) and speed it up

Exp-3: Effectiveness of optimization. We next evaluated
the effectiveness of toll-bounded query optimization of DASH.
We compared with a variant of DASH, denoted by DASHno ,
which turned off the optimization of Section 5. We evaluated
the average query evaluation time of DASH and DASHno with
all queries, full datasets, and a total toll budget B m = 10|D|,
where |D| is the total size of the dataset of all sites. To favor ONE, DASH0 and DASH− , we set B m large so that these
baselines can answer all the queries within the toll budget.

plified due to the restriction of query support on SMCQL),
we evaluated the performance of DASHsmc and SMCQL.

(1) Varying toll budget. Varying the total budget B from
20%B m to B m , we tested the query evaluation time of all methods. The result for TPCH is reported in Fig. 3b and shows
the following. (a) DASH is the fastest among all. e.g., DASH
is 1.86, 14.54 and 14.02 times faster than DASH− , DASH0 and
ONE, respectively, when B = B m on TPCH. (b) The optimization of DASH is effective: DASH is on average 2.76 and 2.55
times faster than DASHno on the two datasets, respectively.

Summary. We find the following. (1) Security heterogeneity
has a big impact on querying shared data. (2) Our proposed
method effectively reduces both toll consumption and
parallel execution cost. On average DASH consumes 2.59,
4.64, 69.47 times less toll than ONE, DASH0 and DASH− , respectively, and is 14.16, 14.44 and 2.2 times faster. (3) Existing
systems can be integrated with our method as capsules and
alleviate efficiency bottleneck in the heterogeneous setting;
it speeds up SMCQL by 18.89 times over 1GB of TPCH.

(3) Varying datasets. Varying the size of datasets in the same
way as Exp-2 with full toll budget B m , we tested the average
evaluation time per query. The results on TPCH is given in
Fig. 3c (the results on TFACC are similar and omitted). Similar to Exp-3(1), DASH consistently performs the best among
all the methods, and does better when the datasets get larger.
Exp-4: Integration with SMCQL [9]. We evaluated the feasibility and performance of integrating DASH with SMC systems such as SMCQL [9]. We took SMCQL as the capsules
for DASH and denote the integrated system by DASHsmc . We
evaluated the performance of DASHsmc and SMCQL over 1
GB of TPCH (SMCQL does not scale to larger datasets). In
particular, to simulate the case study of Example 1, we used
20 machines and partitioned them into three groups, with 2,
10 and 8 machines representing governments, hospitals and
insurance firms, respectively. To favor SMCQL and prevent
DASHsmc from bypassing SMCQL capsules, we set the protocols the same as Fig. 1 except that (a) insurance machines
do not send data to hospitals, and (b) all computations over
insurance machines must use SMCQL capsules.
We randomly distributed TPCH relations over the machines. Using three TPCH queries Q4, Q12 and Q19 (sim-

(1) SMCQL can be naturally integrated into DASH as capsules
and becomes more practical in the heterogeneous setting.
DASHsmc is on average more than 18.89 times faster than
SMCQL (SMCQL cannot finish within 48 hours for all cases).
(2) DASHsmc improves by 1.83 times when B increases from
20%B m to B m while SMCQL is insensitive to B (Fig. 3d).
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CONCLUSION

We have made a first attempt to study query answering under heterogeneous security models. We have abstracted security heterogeneity, formalized the problem of querying
shared data, studied its complexity, and developed approximate algorithms for generating distributed query plans. Our
experimental study has shown that our method is promising
in reducing both security charge and parallel execution cost.
The work aims to demonstrate the need, challenges and
feasibility of querying shared data with security heterogeneity. We are currently evaluating costs incurred by enclaves,
Docker, secure communication channels and various encryption schemes, in order to make our toll functions more accurate. We are also developing a guidance for practitioners to
set up a realistic toll budget for answering their queries.
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